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Data Sheet

Mimecast for Healthcare
Simplify email security administration, support end-user 
productivity, and reduce complexity

Secure the Number 1 
Attack Vector  
 
As a highly targeted industry, healthcare requires the 

strongest possible email security. Mimecast provides 

industry-leading protection for this critical communications 

channel, defending against attacks that can lead to financial 

loss, the exposure of PHI, or the worst-case scenario of 

patient harm. Supported by 50+ detection engines and 

numerous third-party threat intelligence feeds, as well as 

intelligence gathered from protecting 40,000 organizations 

globally, Mimecast defends against phishing, ransomware, 

impersonation, malicious URLs, weaponized attachments, 

and internal compromise.

Mimecast Email Security provides:

• Advanced phishing, BEC, and impersonation protection

• URL rewriting and time of click analysis, including AI & 
computer vision detection  

• Browser isolation 

• Advanced, layered file download and attachment 
protection

• Real-time, deep inspection of web page content

• Granular policy management

• Mailbox continuity

• Robust library of pre-built ecosystem integrations to 
vendors like Splunk, Crowdstrike, Netskope, and more

• Managed email incident response services

• HIPAA-compliant security; ISO 22301, 27001 and 
27018 certified

Key Benefits

• Get industry-leading email security

• Reduce your email administration burden

• Protect clinicians and staff, without getting in their way

• Automate threat remediation

• Keep email flowing, no matter what

• Allow limited resources to spend less time on 
tactical tasks

• Scale up or down as needs change

• Speed reporting and auditing

• Identify and rapidly remediate brand spoofing attacks

• Simplify data governance and compliance

• Easily integrate Mimecast with your larger 
security ecosystem

Healthcare organizations face unique security challenges, from limited IT resources and budgetary constraints to highly targeted 
end users and stringent regulations. All these factors have been exacerbated by a pandemic that doesn’t seem to be going away. 
Mimecast’s security solutions for healthcare are designed to help your end users focus on what matters most – caring for patients.
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Simplify Administration
Mimecast Email Security is designed to be easy to 
use, reducing the burden on limited resources and 
allowing IT and security teams to spend less time on 
tactical tasks. 

• Central administration via a single, web-based 
administration console

• Scalable, multi-tenant cloud infrastructure 
backed by 100% availability SLA

• Automated synchronization with Active Directory 
for policy and access control

• Dashboard for monitoring email queues and 
services, with SMS and email alerting

• Advanced routing capability for a real-time view 
of all SMTP connections and rejections

• Detailed transmission data for every email 
processed by Mimecast

Reduce Data Protection and 
Compliance Complexity
Few industries have data security and regulatory 
requirements that are as complex as those faced by 
healthcare. Mimecast’s data forensics and archiving 
capabilities simplify compliance, speed e-Discovery, 
and reduce costs, while keeping data secure.

• Secure, tamper resistant email and 
metadata retention

• Automatic application of email retention policies

• Granular litigation hold, e-discovery, 
and reporting

• Secure messaging capabilities for user-friendly, 
secure sending of sensitive information

• Rapid recovery of mailboxes, personal folders, 
calendar items, tasks, notes, and contact lists

Support End-Users
The ability for healthcare professionals to do their 
jobs efficiently is paramount. Mimecast’s solutions are 
designed to protect clinicians and staff without slowing 
them down, while also teaching them to detect and avoid 
an increasing volume of highly targeted attacks.

• Award-winning awareness training, including HIPAA-
specific modules

• Testing based on recently intercepted 
phishing attacks

• AI-powered email warning banners that update risk 
levels in real-time across all devices

• Inline education questions and banners

• End-user self-service tools, including:

• SLA-backed employee search of every email sent 
and received via desktop and mobile

• Self-service end user apps including Outlook add-in, 
mobile, and web apps

• End-user-triggered mailbox continuity

Mimecast is proud to help over 2000 healthcare organizations globally focus on their core mission of providing the best 
possible patient care. To learn more about why 40,000+ customers trust Mimecast to keep them secure, visit mimecast.com.

“The reporting we are able to pull in terms of trends and usage is giving us a better 

understanding – and better control – of our mail environment.” - Mediclinic

https://www.mimecast.com/customer-success/customer-stories/

